First Aid Kit Best Practices
We all know we should bring a First Aid Kit (FAK) to any outdoor activities. TRR has assembled and
distributed First Aid Kits to all active chapters for the past several years. The best chapter kit inventory is
published TRR Chapter Kit. Over time, you will probably expand this base kit to meet specific needs as I
have done with My Kit. Now that you have a kit, what are some recommended best practices?
This article covers topics like:
•
•
•

Kit Organization – Know where everything is in the kit
Customization – First Aid Kits need to be customized to meet specific needs
Maintenance – Like any tool, periodic maintenance is required

Packing the FAK
First Aid Kits are chock full of useful items needed to perform first aid. Depending on the size of your
storage container they can be rather cramped. Medical professionals have fancy bags with tons of pockets
that are often labeled. Boaters do not have that luxury, ours are typically a Nalgene bottle, dry bag, or
Pelican Box and generally stuffed to the gills. When purchasing a Pelican Box, get one with a bright
color and with a pressure relief valve (submersible).
I like to lay everything out on my rug or table and put some thought in packing the kit. Think about
miniature systems that make sense to group together:
•
•
•
•
•
•

PPE
Medicines
Wound Management
Band-Aids
Waste Disposal & Clean up
Documentation

Store each system in a clear plastic zip lock bag so they are easy to find and grab. The next step is
packing the items in the container by probability of usage. The PPE Kit is always packed on top to
remind you to suit up before treating others. Next to the PPE Kit I add a large desiccant pouch to ensure
everything stays dry. Another item I pack near the top is a small bottle of Ibuprofen – the most requested
item in my FAK.
Gels, creams, etc. require special handling. These packets will burst when crushed and make one hell of a
mess. Store in a separate plastic zip lock bag and take care not to crush them.
Always use single dose medicine packets that have the name of the item, instructions, and expiration date.
So many pills look the same when outside their original container and that can be dangerous. OTC
medicines these days are relatively inexpensive to purchase and restock your kit when necessary.

Customize Your Kit

I generally avoid purchasing commercial kits. Commercial kits contain a lot of useless items and lack
critical items we need like Tegaderm and Vet Wrap. Individuals and Chapters have quite different venues
and styles of boating from whitewater, coastal, lakes, etc. Some chapters out West specialize in long
excursions whereas other chapters concentrate on day trips. Even our paddle craft vary greatly from
kayaks to rafts. Most commercial kits cater to backpackers or car trips. Backpackers need their kits to be
exceptionally light. Boaters have quite different types of injuries.
Think about the most common types of trips/events you participate in, types of common issues and stock
accordingly. The same goes for First Aid training, try to be sport specific if possible.
New medical events can take place during the year like COVID in 2020. Few people had surgical masks
in their FAK, I have certainly added that to my kit.
Size and form factor matter in the kit itself. A large Pelican Box can be exceedingly difficult (or
impossible) to fit in a kayak but works perfectly on a raft or canoe. A high-quality dry bag may be your
only option. Nalgene bottles fit in any craft but generally require dumping the whole bottle get anything
(they are also difficult to store a trauma sheer in them – tape to the outside with duct tape). Think about
seldom used items that have some bulk – can you do without or can they be stored separately (like the
SAM Splint).
Some items can afford to get wet like:
•
•
•
•
•

SAM Splint
Fire Starter
Small Flashlight
Swimming Goggles
A High-Quality CPR Mask

I pack a PPE kit in my PFD pocket, don’t skimp on the CPR Mask (they are cheap). A drowning victim
needs CPR and rescue breaths ASAP. Other items can be stored separately in a Repair Kit for others to
carry.

Maintenance
Empty your First Aid Kit on a table once each year – usually in January. Jot down a list of items that you
wish you had to treat various issues that came up during the past season. I also like to take a look at the
American Whitewater Safety Database in the pasty year and read accident reports in my area.
Empty the medicine bag and set aside all expired drugs. Check the nitrile gloves as they break down over
time as well (no more than 5 years). Silk tape also breaks down over time, up to 5 years but less in
boating first aid kits. Test by pulling off a couple of inches and adhering to your skin.
Other items like gels and electrolytes may also have expiration dates.
Restock critical documents like the TRR Incident Report Form, SOAP Forms, etc.
Update your FAK Inventory list with the new expiration dates and pack in the kit with the other papers.
Order what you need and repack carefully as described above. If this is a group kit, I strongly recommend
wrapping once with tamper tape, sign, and date.

Documentation
An important part of liability protection is proper documentation. All Wilderness First Aid and
Wilderness First Responder courses spend considerable time on this topic. Besides liability protection,
SOAP forms are quite valuable when working with EMS professionals and those administering First Aid

in identifying when a patient’s vitals are changing (either in a good way or not). Many SOAP forms
provide guidance in patient assessment as well.
The Incident Response Form provides an invaluable remainder that you need witness contact information
and is used as part of gathering patient contact information as well. Describing the events leading up to
incident is part of patient assessment.
I like to line out items I used on the kit inventory sheet, so I replace them once back home.
This documentation also helps jog your memory at year end for extra items you may need to add to your
kit (like a small bottle of saline solution for removing eye debris or replacing a contact lens that fell out).

Training
The American Canoe Association (ACA) highly recommends “Suitable First Aid Training”. For most of
us, the basic urban First Aid course just does not cut it. Wilderness First Aid (WFA) is great for day
trippers and Wilderness First Responder (WFR) for extended trips like the Main Fork of the Salmon. The
following article on Suitable First Aid goes into more detail.
First Aid & CPR/AED certifications are generally good for two years. Wilderness First Responder is
often good for three years. These refresher courses are important as some practices/protocols change over
time like C-Spine treatment.
Sport Specific First Aid Training can be valuable. Each sport has unique injuries like drowning and
shoulder dislocations for paddlers.

Conclusion
Your own customized First Aid Kit is a valuable tool. Sadly, most paddling groups lack this vital piece of
group gear and that generally leads to delays in care (or worse). The TRR Chapter kit has a great form
factor – no excuse not to bring it on every trip. Keep your First Aid and CPR/AED training current (this
is required for ACA Certified Instructors). Put some thought in your personal; first aid kit contents and
packing – customize to meet your specific needs.

